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Parallel processing: CAEFEM suports multi-cpu machines. CAEFEM automatically selects 
the number of processors available in the computer. No user specific input is required to 
access this feature.

Spin Softening

Bolt Modeling

Improvements in the solution of equations algorithm.

Mooney Rivlin Hyperelastic material model: Currenrly Solid (Tet, Wedge and Hex elements 
are supported). Supports Penalty, Mixed (displacement, pressure) and Hybrid methods of for-
mulations.

Deformation of a rubber cylinder due to internal pressure.

Snap through  analysis
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CAEFEM DLL: CAEFEM DLL supports the following main features: 
1. Imports finite element data (FEMAP neutral file, NASTRAN bulk data file) 
2. Performs the specified analysis 
3. Exports results (FEMAP neutral files (ASCII & binary), NASTRAN OP2, GLView (ASCII 
& binary)) 

CAEFEM DLL also supports the following additional features 
1. Reports the success/failure state of the analysis run 
2. Allows the user requested termination of the current analysis 
3. Repots error and warning messages 
4. Reports the current progress 
5. Reports various convergence values 

CAEFEM DLL does not have any graphical user interface. Hence, a few call back functions are provided 
to handle user interface related issues.

Made a correction to shear stress calculation for 8 node Hex element (full integration). Linear analy‐
ses, by default, use bubble functions. Hence this correction is applicable to nonlinear static and 
dynamic analyses.

Implemented OP2 export interface. CAEFEM can now export results in OP2 format for the 
following types of results: Displacements, mode shapes, element results(Shells: 3, 4, 6, and 8 
nodes, Tet(4 and 10 node), Wedge(6 and 15 node), Hex (8 and 20 node).

Added GRDSET command in NASTRAN import interface. Made a correction in NASTRAN 
interface for Gap elements.

Added MAT8 command in NASTRAN import interface.
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Important features of CAEFEM Analysis

Windows 64 bit version support
Huge model support
Support for dual core machines
New solution of equations algorithm
Buckling analysis of huge models
RBE3 element support (Rigid elements with nonzero interpolation factors)
Bonded (Glued) contact analysis to handle incompatible meshes
Bonded (Glued) contact with sliding option
Exports FEMAP binary results file (FNO).
NASTRAN interface: CAEFEM now imports NASTRAN bulk data file. (for details, please 
see NastranImport.pdf)

General Features
•Object oriented architecture using C++.
•Available in both 32 bit and 64 bit Windows Platforms.
•Local language support. Language dependent data is read from external resource files.

Model Size
•Ability to handle models with millions of nodes.
•64 bit file addressing to support huge output database files (> 2GB).
•Support for 3GB of addressable memory on 32 Windows version.

Interfaces
•Nastran bulk data.
•Femap neutral files.
•Result visualization formats GLView and TMG from MAYA.

Functions
•Piecewise linear functions.

Coordinate Systems
•Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical.
•Local coordinate systems.

Materials
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•Isotropic, Orthotropic (Shell and 3D) and Laminate.
•Properties can be dependent on functions.

Loads/Constraints
•Support for multiple cases.
•Supported load types are forces, moments, displacements, velocities, acceleration, temperature, heat flux, pres-

sure, convection, radiation.
•Constraint equations (multi point).
•Loads can be dependent on functions.
•Can be defined in any user coordinate system.

CAEFEM Element Library:
Supports a comprehensive element library:
•Truss and Rod
•Cable
•Spring (axial and torsional stiffness and dampers)
•DOF Spring
•Gap (initial gap and friction)
•Beam (shear areas, uniform and tapered cross sections)
•Tube
•Nodal mass (mass and inertia values, nodal offsets), 
•Contact (between element faces)
•Plane stress
•Membrane 
•Plane strain 
•Shell (regular and honeycomb properties, stress recovery locations)
•Laminate (up to 200 layers, reference surface location, reference temperature, allowable bond shear, failure

checks like Hill, Hoffman, Tsai-wu, Max. Strain)
•Solid
•Axisymmetric solid
•Rigid elements
•Support for multiple topologies such as triangle, quad, tetra, wedge and brick.
•Supports both linear and parabolic elements.
•Supports non-structural mass for appropriate element types.

CAEFEM Analysis Types:
•Linear static
•Frequency
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•Buckling
•Linear dynamic
•Modal transient 
•Modal harmonic
•Modal spectral
•Steady state thermal
•Transient thermal
•Nonlinear static
•Nonlinear dynamic

Viscous, Structural and Modal damping.

Linear static
•Supports multi constraint and load cases.

Natural frequency and Linear buckling
•Jacobi, Subspace, Lanczos and Inverse Iterations.
•Calculates modes in the range of interest.
•Rigid body modes calculation.
•User specified frequency shift.
•Mode participation factors.
•Sturm sequence check.
•Orthogonality check.
•Lumped, special lumped and consistent mass matrices.
•Stress stiffening.
•Reaction forces, element results.

Linear transient dynamic
•Direct time integration.

•New mark beta method.
•Rayleigh damping.
•Structural damping.
•Spring/Damper element.

•Mode superposition method.
•Automatic calculation of normal modes.
•Ability to select all mode extraction options.
•Rayleigh damping.
•Structural damping.
•Modal damping.
•Damping factor vs mode number.
•Damping factor vs frequency.
•Structural damping vs frequency.
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•Quality factor vs frequency.
•Constant initial conditions.
•Initial conditions can be selected from a load set.
•Lumped, special lumped and consistent mass matrices.

Steady state harmonic response
•Mode superposition method.
•Automatic calculation of normal modes.
•Ability to select all mode extraction options.
•Frequency dependent magnitude and phase.
•Rayleigh, Structural and Modal dampings.
•Frequency dependent damping factor, structural damping, quality factor and mode number.
•Response at user selectable frequencies.
•Manual spacing.
•start end increment.
•Automatic spacing.
•Number of frequencies per mode.
•Frequency band spread (+/-)%.
•Using a function.
•X values specify the required frequencies.

Response Spectrum
•Single point excitation.
•Displacement, velocity, acceleration and force spectrums. Also considers rocking spectrum.
•Base excitation.
•Absolute sum, double sum, grouping, naval research lab and SRSS mode combinations.
•Supports linear or logarithmic frequency functions.
•Mode superposition method.

•Automatic calculation of normal modes.
•Ability to select all mode extraction options.
•Rayleigh, Structural and Modal dampings.
•Frequency dependent damping factor, structural damping, quality factor and mode number.

Nonlinear static and transient dynamic
•Large Deflections.

•Updated, Total Lagrangian and Co-Rotational formulations.
•Material Nonlinearity.

•Linear and nonlinear (Materially nonlinear or radiation).
•von Mises isotropic and kinematic hardenings.
•Bilinear and user specified stress/strain curve.
•Mooney Rivlin hyper-elastic model.
•Drucker Prager and Mohr-Coulomb soil models.
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•Contact
•Gap elements (including friction).
•Surface to surface contact elements.

•Regular and modified Newton Raphson.
•Line search for faster convergence.
•Convergence checks on displacements, energy and forces.
•Loads and constraints in any user specified coordinate system.
•Deformation dependent pressure load.

Steady state and Transient heat transfer (Linear and nonlinear)
•Linear and nonlinear (Materially nonlinear or radiation).
•Automatic detection of nonlinearities.
•Steady state and transient.
•Time and temperature dependent loads and boundary conditions.
•Heat flow, heat generation, convection and radiation loads.
•Steady state solution as one of the initial conditions for transient analysis.
•Lumped and consistent heat capacity.
•Phase change effects.
•Regular and modified Newton Raphson.
•Line search for faster convergence.
•Euler backward scheme for transient heat transfer.
•Convergence checks on temperature and heat flow.

Solution of Equations
•All analyses support the following solvers.

•Skyline solver.
•Sparse solver.
•Preconditioned Conjugate gradient solver.

•Handles millions of degrees of freedom.
•All solvers support automatic renumbering of nodes to reduce the matrix size.

Automatic time stepping
•Available for Nonlinear static analysis.
•Starts with a user specified time step.
•Automatically adjusts time step based on the convergence.
•Many options are available to speed up the convergence.

Restart of an analysis
•Restart of the analysis from any previous time or time step.
•CAEFEM automatically prompts you for a restart if solution exists at the current time.
•Select ending and incremental times and choose any other required options.
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•If solution at a requested restart time does not exist, CAEFEM automatically interpolates the data.

Thermal Stress Analysis
•Automatic transfer of results to structural analyses to find thermal stresses.
•Ability to select temperatures from:

•Any load set.
•Existing thermal results step.
•Corresponding thermal results step.
•Corresponding thermal results time.
•From a TMG (MAYA heat transfer) results file.

Results
•Displacements and Reaction Forces.
•Velocities and Accelerations.
•Temperatures and Heat Flow.
•Stresses and Strains at Nodes and at Element Integration Points.
•Elastic and Plastic Strains at Element Nodes and Integration Points.
•Eigen Values and Mode Shapes.
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 Windows 64bit Operating System support

CAEFEM is currently available for Windows 64bit operating system. Since Windows x64 is not
limited to 2GB memory limitation, CAEFEM can handle huge models.

Here is a sample of huge models analyzed using 64bit version of CAEFEM.

Computer Dell Precision PWS690
CPU Intel Xeon CPU 5130 @2.00 GHz
Installed RAM 8.00 GB

Linear Static Analysis of 13 million node 
(40 million degrees of freedom) model

Number of Nodes 13, 294, 565

Number of Parabolic Tetrahedron Elements 9, 428, 996

Number of degrees of freedom 39, 785, 163

Total Solution time 3 Hrs 42 Min.

Natural frequency analysis of a simply supported plate

Number of Nodes 17, 161

Number of Linear Shell Elements 16, 900

Number of degrees of freedom 101, 402

Number of modes calculated 2000

Error in the 2000th frequency 5.5%

Total Solution time 1 Hrs, 33 Min.
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Cantilever beam with incompatible meshes

Cantilever beam
Te26HhMi4: Modeled as two independent parts connected 

by a bonded contact element. Tet10 elements

Close up view Deformed plot
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